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Russell Cunningham, Birch Grove: The S & L was the busiest piece of railroad in
North America. And that's not an exaggeration. There were 7 million tons of coal
and the empties and all the industrial freight and all the produce and potatoes and
all the Newfoundland trade--all came through here. There was a train every half
hour, going by anywhere--every half hour. There were passenger trains; there were
accommodation trains; and there was what they called the "hobos," the man trains
that carried the miners back and forth to work. Like the miners from Port Morien
and Birch Grove-- when the pits closed up there years ago, they ran these hobos to
the Glace Bay pits and hobos to the Waterford pits, taking one shift of men each
run. And when Donkin closed up in 1926,' they ran a train there, back and forth,
each shift, three times a day, keeping the men employed in the other mines. That's
what they called the "man trains." On the man train nobody paid, it was free. And it
was different kind of cars--like a long boxcar with seats all a- long the sides,
wooden--steam-heated. The Union got that agreement with the company, when
they closed certain pits, that they'd transport the men to other pits by train. And we
hauled the coal, you know. Fifteen mines. Louisbourg--that's where all the winter
work was. North Sydney was closed to Newfoundland in the winter. Before
Christmas, everything closed down. Inter? national piers in Sydney, North Sydney
piers--everything closed down and every? thing moved to Louisbourg. Because you
had no icebreakers those days. So they opened up Louisbourg before Christmas.
And all the trade to Newfoundland, passengers, pro? duce and everything, went to
Louisbourg-- back and forth. Louisbourg piers were open year 'round, but they didn't
ship much in the summer--only during the war, in the '40s--they shipped a lot from
there on ac? count of the submarines. They had to sneak small boats in and out. But
all the winter coal went to Louisbourg. And they shipped CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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